
Minor bodies: Link to Solar System 
Origins?

If asteroids grew from planetesimals, then as an ensemble they 
can be considered failed planet(s). 

But collisions and cratering have shaped their current state. 

Comets originate from outer Solar System, where solar heating is 
minimal.  

So they are among most primitive objects -> key to understanding 
the thermochemical and physical conditions in the regions where 
they formed.
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Binary asteroids

• ~3000 in main belt and Trojans 

• cannot form just from two-body 
interactions, need perturbations from 
other bodies (to remove energy and 
allow capture; likely scenario for 
TNO binaries) 

• can also happen as result of 
disruption, following collision 
or planetary encounter (most 
likely scenario for main belt 
and Trojan binaries) 

• for long-term stability, need to 
remove more kinetic energy 
(through heat dissipation or 
interaction with other bodies)



Rotation

Main Belt Asteroids 

• on average, asteroid rotation periods are 4 - 16 hours 

• at < 2 hours, pieces fly off, asteroid won’t survive 

• smaller bodies tend to spin faster

TNOs 

• not too much is known, but generally have somewhat longer 
rotation periods (on avg. 8 hours vs. 6 hours for MBAs)

TNOs 

• not too much is known, but generally have somewhat longer 
rotation periods (on avg. 8 hours vs. 6 hours for MBAs)



Asteroid composition
• Carbonaceous or C-type 

• low geometric albedos (0.04 - 0.06) 
• primitive, likely did not undergo any heating 
• 40% of known asteroids 

• Stony or S-type 
• fairly bright, geometric albedos 0.14 - 0.17 
• 30 - 35 % of known asteroids 

• D-type and P-type 
• low albedo (0.02 - 0.07) 
• even more primitive than C 
• red, possibly from space weathering 

• M-type 
• like C but brighter (albedo 0.1 - 0.2) 
• rich in nickel and iron -> products of melt -> pieces of 

cores of disrupted asteroids? 
• but the larger M show hydrates (from interaction with 

water), so maybe actually primitive?



Class Activity

Visual light curves of asteroids 

What can you say about the 
shape, size, albedo and rotation 
period of each?



Comets

1011 - 1012 “unseen” comets in the Oort cloud



Oort Cloud



Nongravitational forces

caused by momentum given to the comet by the escaping 
dust and gas as ices sublime 

very little mass is lost each orbit, and it escapes slowly -> 
very small effect relative to gravity



Comas and Tails

Separate tails are formed of 
dust and gases, becoming 
visible through different 
phenomena; the dust reflects 
sunlight directly and the gases 
glow from ionisation.

Halley’s comet as seen by the Giotto spacecraft 

In above, where is the Sun? 
What is the direction of the 
comet’s motion?



ISM pressure

Gravity

Star formation 
Cloud collapse

• A cloud withstands gravitation by its internal pressure

• Desired result: a star, with n~1024 cm-3 



• Internal pressure sources: gas pressure from internal heat, radiation pressure

• A collapse (gravity>internal pressure) can be triggered by

– Collisions with other clouds (cloud-cloud collisions)
– Shocks from supernovas
– Passage through a spiral arm in the Galaxy (density enhancement) 



• Initial rotation and conservation of 
angular momentum will cause the 
formation of a protostar and a 
flattened disk

Star formation 
“Clump” to protostar

• Outer parts spin-up, and form a protostellar 
disk through gas friction 
• this slows the collapse since protostar 

can only get new material through inner 
parts of disk (which has lost angular 
momentum from gas friction and 
magnetic diffusion).



Star formation 
Core ignition

• Eventually, the contracting protostar will become hot and dense enough in 
core for nuclear reactions to start (~a few million K). 

• Enormous energy released, stopping gravitational contraction. 

• The star enters the main sequence burning hydrogen to helium.


